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X-ray Structure of Bacteriorhodopsin at 2.5 Angstroms from Microcrystals Grown in Lipidic Cubic Phases
Eva Pebay-Peyroula, Gabriele Rummel, Jurg P. Rosenbusch, Ehud M. Landau
Lipidic cubic phases provide a continuous three-dimensional bilayer matrix that facilitates nucleation and growth of bacteriorhodopsin microcrystals. The crystals diffract x-rays isotropically to 2.0 angstroms. The structure of this light-driven proton pump was solved at a resolution of 2.5 angstroms by molecular replacement, using previous results from electron crystallographic studies as a model. The earlier structure was generally confirmed, but several differences were found, including loop conformations and side chain residues. Eight water molecules are now identified experimentally in the proton pathway. These findings reveal the constituents of the proton translocation pathway in the ground state.
Bacteriorhodopsin (bR) is a light-driven
proton-translocating pump that converts the energy of photons into an electrochemical potential (1) . In the plasma membrane of Halobacterium salinarium (previously known as H. halobium), this integral membrane protein, which is located within the bilayer boundary, is tightly packed in twodimensional crystals termed purple patches (2) . The pioneering studies of Henderson and co-workers, who investigated unstained membranes by electron microscopy (EM) and image reconstruction (3) and by x-ray analyses (4), provided the first insight into the structural organization of a membrane protein at an intermediate resolution of 7 Å. Over the past 20 years, major advances in electron crystallography resulted in considerable improvements in resolution (5), which currently reaches 3.5 Å in the plane of the membrane and 4.3 Å perpendicular to it (6) . These studies revealed that the structure of bR consists of seven membranespanning ␣ helices that are connected by three external and three cytoplasmic loops (7) . The pigment, retinal, is bound covalently (through a protonated Schiff base) to Lys 216 . It is buried in the interior of the protein and is stabilized by the binding of the ␤-ionone ring in a hydrophobic pocket.
The function of bR has been studied extensively by a variety of structural, genetic, and spectroscopic methods and by molecular dynamics calculations (6, (8) (9) (10) . The primary event, absorption of a photon, causes isomerization of the retinal from the all-trans to the 13-cis configuration. A series of intermediate events follows, including deprotonation of the Schiff base and proton transfer to Asp 85 . Another proton is subsequently released, the Schiff base is reprotonated from Asp 96 , and a proton is taken up from the cytoplasmic side. Thermal reisomerization of the retinal to the ground state completes the photocycle.
A detailed understanding of this mechanism requires knowledge of its structure at atomic resolution, an endeavor for which well-diffracting, highly ordered three-dimensional (3D) crystals appear most promising. Several attempts have been reported (11) , but the crystals obtained were either too small or exhibited extensive mosaicity as a result of poor order along the c axis. To overcome these limitations, we devised a concept for the crystallization of membrane proteins by exploiting the properties of bicontinuous lipidic cubic phases (12) . Membrane proteins, once inserted into this continuous, 3D curved lipid bilayer matrix, diffuse laterally to nucleate and eventually to yield well-ordered crystals. Our initial results with microcrystals of bR, which diffracted x-rays to 3.7 Å resolution (12), have been extended to 2.0 Å. Here, we present the 3D structure of this protein at a resolution of 2.5 Å, based on the analysis of data obtained with highly intense synchrotron radiation.
Preparation of monomeric bR and its crystallization from monoglyceride-based cubic phases were done as described (12, 13) . Thin hexagonal plates with dimensions of 20 to 40 m by 20 to 40 m by 5 m formed readily and reproducibly within days from a monoolein-water cubic phase, yielding hundreds of crystals in each charge. The thinnest crystals consisted of about 500 unit cell layers along the c axis and exhibited the least mosaicity (a few tenths as compared with several degrees for larger crystals). The very intense microfocus beamline ID13 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) was required for data collection at high resolution. The best crystals (10% of all crystals examined) diffracted to 2.0 Å. The data from flash-frozen (100 K) crystals were integrated to 2.4 Å ( Table 1 ). The space group was determined to be P6 3 , with a unit cell of a ϭ b ϭ 61.76 Å, c ϭ 104.16 Å, ␣ ϭ ␤ ϭ 90°and ␥ ϭ 120°, and one monomer per asymmetric unit. The packing is dense; 62% of the volume is accounted for by protein, whereas the remainder is estimated to be distributed about equally between water and lipids. The monooleinbased cubic phase itself undergoes a reversible cubic-to-lamellar phase transition upon cooling (14) . This transition of the phase surrounding the immobilized bR crystals does not affect the crystal quality.
Our current x-ray model of bR comprises 82% of the 248 amino acid residues (residues 7 to 156 and 167 to 225), the retinal, and 144 positions of atoms that correspond to water or lipid molecules (see below). Residues 1 to 6, 157 to 166, and 226 to 248 appear disordered and could not be reconstructed. The crystal packing shows protein layers stacked along the c axis with molecules related by a twofold screw axis (Fig.  1) . The interactions along this direction are rather limited. Distinct protein-protein interactions exist only between loops AB (defined as the loop connecting helices A and B) and BC of two symmetry-related molecules (inserts in Fig. 1 ). The crystal contacts thus appear rather weak, consistent with Table 1 . Crystallization, data collection, and processing. Preparation of monomeric bR and its crystallization from monoolein-water cubic phases were as described (12, 13) . Data were collected at ESRF using the D2AM beamline for the characterization of crystals and space group determination. A data set to 4 Å resolution was collected on a single crystal over a range of 140°o f rotation. High-resolution data on crystals cooled to 100 K were collected on beamline ID13 ( ϭ 0.69 Å) using a MARResearch imaging plate. The monoolein lipids composing the cubic phase provided cryoprotection. Data were integrated with the program DENZO (30) to 2.4 Å and processed using the CCP4 suite of programs (31). Molecular replacement was done on the basis of coordinates deposited in the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank that were determined by EM (6) . The initial model, defined as a polyalanine and restricted to the helices, gave a valid starting model (R free ϭ 43.4%, R ϭ 44.9% from 8 to 4 Å). Side chains were progressively reconstructed from electron density maps (2F obs -F calc ) weighted with the sigma-A procedure, using the program O (32). The structure was refined with X-PLOR, versions 3.1 and 3.8 (33), starting with rigid body refinements (8 to 3.5 Å) that were followed by energy minimization cycles, as well as simulated annealing and grouped temperature factor refinements between 6 and 2.8 Å. The resolution was progressively increased to 2.5 Å, and individual B factors were refined. An overall anisotropic B factor refinement showed no noticeable anisotropy along the c axis and did not improve the model. The refinement was done in different resolution shells ranging from 10 to 2.4 Å with or without bulk solvent corrections. The resolution shell from 5 to 2.5 Å was the most satisfactory because intensities from 2.5 to 2.4 Å are weak, and because partially ordered lipid molecules around the protein trimers might contribute strongly to the diffraction between 5 and 10 Å. Stereochemical values are all within the expected ranges for a 2.5 Å structure. All residues are in allowed regions of the Ramachandran plot. Coordinates and structure factors have been deposited in the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (entry code 1AP9). 
where ͗I hkl ͘ is the average intensity of the multiple I hkl,i observations for symmetry-related reflections. †R free ϭ ⌺ hkl T ͉F obs -F calc ͉/ ⌺ hkl T ͉F obs ͉, where the T set (5% of the data) is omitted in the refinement.
‡R factor ϭ ⌺ hkl ͉F obs -
§Only water molecules with a temperature factor lower than 110 Å 2 were considered in the model building. the observation that about 9 crystals out of 10 exhibit a large mosaicity along this axis. The packing of bR in the (a,b) plane (Fig. 2) is similar to that observed in the purple patches: The molecules are arranged in trimers with comparable unit cell dimensions. Loops CD, DE, and FG are well defined in the electron density maps (2F obs -F calc ) and are also reflected by the refined temperature factors. Loops AB and BC are less well defined, and loop EF is not detected. Loops AB and CD account for the intratrimer contacts. No intertrimer protein contacts can be seen in the (a,b) plane (Fig. 2) . Comparison between the x-ray and EM models (Fig. 3 ) reveals a high degree of similarity in the helical regions, as shown from the rootmean-square (rms) deviations (15) . Markedly different conformations in loops AB and BC are observed (Fig. 3) . Whether these differences are induced by the formation of crystal contacts is unknown.
The retinal, located deep within the protein (Fig. 4C) , is the heart of bR. It is positioned between the two nearly parallel residues Trp 86 and Trp 182 , in agreement with the EM model. In both structures, the polyene chain is in the all-trans configuration. The extended polyene chain is found to be both slightly distorted and twisted out of plane (16) , in agreement with an earlier simulation (17 (18) , is defined by a clear density in our map, with a distance to Asp 85 incompatible with a salt bridge (Fig. 4D) . We found excellent electron density around Glu 204 , where our map shows the side chain pointing away from the proton channel; this finding is at variance with the EM model (Fig. 4E ). This residue, located at the onset of helix G, is close to the extracellular side and has been suggested as a possible proton releasing group [(18, 19) (Fig. 4F) .
For protons to overcome the distances between the amino acid residues involved in proton translocation, water molecules in the interior of bR appear to be inevitable constituents (20) . We searched the electron density map for the presence of water molecules and identified 144 possible positions, of which 93 have a temperature factor (B value) smaller than 60 Å 2 . Among them, at least eight water molecules are located in the putative proton channel between helices B, C, and G. Four of these could be identified unequivocally (Fig. 4A) ; of the remaining 136, some are located within bR The upper left sector depicts the backbone of the helices in green. Loops AB and CD, which participate extensively in the intratrimer interactions, are highlighted in the lower sector, which reveals the backbone and side chain residues in stick models (color code as defined in Fig. 1) . N-terminal residues 1 to 6 and C-terminal residues 225 to 248, as well as loop EF (residues 157 to 166, upper right), are absent in the x-ray structure and the EM model. Helices C and G deviate from standard ␣-helical geometry at residues 89 and 216, respectively. In the EM model, deviations (kinks) are observed in helices B, C, and F for residues 46 to 49, 87 to 90, and 182 to 185, respectively, but not in helix G. The horizontal lines delimit the hydrophobic core of bR.
SCIENCE ⅐ VOL. 277 ⅐ 12 SEPTEMBER 1997 ⅐ www.sciencemag.org boundaries but not in the putative proton channel, and thus they may represent structural water molecules. The other water molecules are distributed among two populations. The first is located on the surface of the trimer and is exposed to bulk solvent, which at this stage of the refinement may either be ordered water or missing loops. The second is located laterally around the trimers and may correspond to lipids, but an unequivocal identification requires further investigation. Higher resolution and better quality data should allow water to be distinguished from lipid molecules in that location.
Within the channel, the photoexcited protonated Schiff base releases its proton to This water molecule is 6.7 Å from the Schiff base on the cytoplasmic side (seen in the background). In (C), continuous density represents the retinal in the all-trans configuration. Its molecular environment is similar to that described in the EM model [compare figure 2D in (6) (Fig. 4D) . Such a delocalized proton transfer was indeed observed on the basis of Fourier transform infrared experiments (22) . Because Glu 9 is situated near the exit of the proton channel (Fig. 4E) , with its carboxylate group 5 Å from Thr 205 , a possible rotation of the side chain might play a role in proton translocation.
The well-defined water molecule 2, located in the vicinity of the backbone of helix G, forms hydrogen bonds to the backbone carbonyl of Lys 216 and the amide of Val 217 (Fig. 4G) . The deviation of the geometry of helix G from standard values between residues 216 and 217 may be a result of the binding of this water molecule, which would compete with an intrahelical hydrogen bond. Molecular dynamics simulations (10) have predicted an unusual conformation of helix G and the binding of a water molecule to the backbone carbonyl of Lys 216 . A water network in an intermediate state (M state) has been suggested on the basis of spectroscopic analyses (23) .
In the cytoplasmic segment of the channel, water molecule 1 forms a hydrogen bond to Trp 182 (Fig. 4B) . Asp 96 is known from time-resolved studies with bR mutants to reprotonate the Schiff base (9, 21, 24) . From our structure, this residue is located 10 Å from the Schiff base, a distance too large for a proton transfer step (Fig. 4A) . We found that water molecule 5 is hydrogenbonded to Asp 96 , but unequivocal positions of additional water molecules could not be detected in this region. The proton pathway in the cytoplasmic segment of the channel is therefore not uniquely defined at this time. The portion of the channel from Asp 96 to the cytoplasmic surface is delimited by Asp 38 and could be accessible to bulk water. Asp 38 is the first residue in the putative cytoplasmic proton uptake pathway (25) . A pK value of Asp 96 higher than 11, determined previously (26) , could be explained by limited solvent accessibility caused by the position of Phe 42 . In summary, the positions of the water molecules in the extracellular part are well defined and support our proposed proton pathway, whereas the mechanism of translocation in the more hydrophobic cytoplasmic channel remains to be elucidated.
Our high-resolution 3D structure of bR identifies the locations of water molecules within this membrane protein. Thus, the structural basis for the mechanism of proton translocation, hitherto largely speculative, is set, at least in the extracellular part of the channel. The x-ray structure is biologically relevant, because bR in the crystalline state undergoes the main steps in the photocycle, as shown by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy in the fully transparent cubic phase (27) . Also, the high degree of similarity between the x-ray structure and the EM model demonstrates the complementarity of these methods: Most of the side chains that were previously modeled can now be established, whereas several exhibit distinct differences. Our structure of the ground state represents a snapshot in the photocycle; thus, solving the high-resolution structure of the M state(s) should reveal differences in the protein structure and altered positions of some of the water molecules. This should eventually provide a basis for the understanding of the complete photocycle at atomic resolution, and should allow the plethora of earlier studies to be interpreted in structural terms.
Solving the structure of bR to 2.5 Å from very small crystals affirms the potential of the latest generation of synchrotron radiation sources. Moreover, the concept of crystallization of membrane proteins from 3D membrane-mimetic matrices, afforded by lipidic cubic phases (12) , is clearly validated and was critical for the success of our studies. Attempts to design the "mesh sizes" of such matrices (12, 13, 28) , in analogy to crystal engineering devised for the crystallization of small molecules (29), will constitute a particular challenge if high-resolution x-ray structures of a wide range of complex membrane proteins are to be solved in the future.
